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REMOVING THE “US” AND “THEM” FACTOR:
MAKING ELECTION MONITORS WORK WITH YOU
Background
Independent citizen oversight of elections is an integral part of the American political process.
Over the past decade, election monitoring activities in major elections have increased
significantly. While these activities promote greater accountability and transparency in the
elections process, they often overwhelm elections offices with complaints, media inquiries, and
voter confusion. In 2008, Los Angeles County created its Election Monitor Program. The
program seeks to work collaboratively with election monitoring efforts in order to better: manage
the increased activity; ensure informed monitors; react to Election Day problems in real time and
with better information.
The Problem
Since the 2000 and 2004 Presidential Elections the monitoring of polling places on Election Day,
by political parties, community organizations, and advocacy organizations has increased
significantly in scale, sophistication, and politicization. To some extent, monitoring activities in
major elections have become an operation that nearly parallels the actual election. While these
activities promote greater accountability and transparency in the elections process, the lack of a
coordinated approach which seeks to channel and measure these activities on the part of election
officials often results in elections offices being overwhelmed by ill informed complaints, negative
media inquiries, and voter confusion. The “Election Monitor Program” addresses three major
needs.
1) Election monitoring activities have become a core civic participation function for many state
and national civic organizations. The activities have increased the sophistication of election
monitoring to serve as a data and observation generator for advocacy activities. As a result,
many of the data and observations collected on Election Day are not provided to Election Officials
until several weeks or months after the election. The post-election release of this information
eliminates the ability of election officials to respond to potential problems on Election Day, when
swift action can make a difference.
2) Greater election monitoring also means a larger number of people who must have a local and
detailed understanding of polling place procedures. Poorly trained election monitors can result in
misinformed complaints that often create voter and poll worker confusion at the polls.
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3) The dwindling resources available to local election officials make it increasingly difficult to
recruit, retain, and/or increase the number of bodies that can be deployed to support poll workers
and help troubleshoot problems at the polls. Election officials must leverage available resources
to increase their capacity track polling place operations on Election Day.
Program Description and Objectives
In 2008, with the anticipated high interest in the election and the large scale voter registration and
mobilization efforts taking place, the Department expanded its election observation activities to
include a new “Election Monitor Program.” Interest in the election was sure to generate
unprecedented turnout and, more importantly, scores of first time voters less familiar with the
process. The “Election Monitor Program” sought to increase the level of coordination and
communication with campaigns, community organizations, and advocacy organizations
conducting Election Day monitoring activities at the polls. The programs objectives were:

1. Adopt a partnership model with election observers to ensure that problems and/or
snags observed are resolved on Election Day and do not prevent a voter from
casting their ballot.
2. Provide a basic level of training on RR/CC training topics and methodology in order
to alleviate alleged complaints due to a lack of knowledge regarding Los Angeles
voting system procedures or training protocols.
3. Establish a clear line of communication between election monitors and the
department on Election Day.
The program utilized existing departmental staff and resources to develop a customized
training for election monitors, set up an internal phone bank and email account for monitors to
communicate directly with our elections staff, and provide a series of materials and forms to
standardize the collection of data and documentation of complaints by Election Monitors.
Project Implementation
Once conceptualized, the implementation of the project was relatively fast. From the drafting of
our initial concept paper in January, 2008 the program was fully operational in time for the
February 5, 2008 California Presidential Primary Election. The following is an outline of the
program implementation plan.
•
•
•
•
•
•

Create a phone hunt with six phone lines to receive calls;
Create email account e-troubleshooter@rrcc.lacounty.gov;
Schedule and provide notice of training and orientation for Election Monitors;
Prepare election monitor materials (certificates, report logs, and FAQs);
Identify and train internal staff;
Issue post election report.

Technology Required
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The program required a minimum investment of technology. More importantly, implementation
utilized existing technologies.
•
•

Six standard telephone lines grouped in a hunt to ring as a hotline;
Email access

Program Costs
No additional costs.

Program Success and Best Practice
The “Election Monitor Program” was launched during the February 5, 2008 Presidential Primary
in California; an election that saw the highest turnout for a primary election in decades. The
program was a great success. More than 20 lead representatives from campaigns, political
parties, community organizations, and advocacy organizations attended the Election Monitor
training. On Election Day, more than 200 complaints from Election Monitors were logged and
resolved. This means that in many cases voter issues or problems at the polls were resolved
during voting hours and did not further impede other voters.
The program also helped to identify lead staff from the various entities conducting election
monitoring, thereby establishing a direct line of communication with organizational leadership to
better resolve issues that might arise at the polling place. More importantly, the program helped
to position the department as a resource and committed to enfranchisement, and the smooth and
fair conduct of the election. The enhanced rapport and communication with organizations
eliminated the often adversarial or “us” and “them” dichotomy that often develops between
advocates and election officials. The Election Monitor Program is now a permanent operation
during major elections in Los Angeles County and serves as a model of the department
philosophy that “elections are a collaborative process between the election official and the
community.”
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APPENDIX A

ELECTION OBSERVER LETTER
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APPENDIX B
ELECTION OBSERVER CERTIFICATES/TRAINING HAND-OUT
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